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a b s t r a c t
This paper analyzes endogenous information provision and purchase in over-the-counter (OTC) markets. On the supply side the
optimal strategy of an information provider consists of selling
identical information to all OTC traders. On the demand side OTC
traders have an incentive to buy information from the same provider. If the incumbent information provider charges not too high
a price, then an entrant ﬁrm has no demand even though it offers
less expensive information of the same quality. This paper provides
a rationale for the high level of market power in the industry for
ﬁnancial market data and credit rating services as well as why
institutional traders may have no demand for a ﬁner rating system.
In addition, this paper shows that it is welfare improving for the
security issuer to pay for rating services rather than having OTC
traders purchase costly rating reports.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The market for ﬁnancial market data is dominated by two big players. Thomson-Reuters is famous
for selling terminals (Reuters’ screens) with real time ﬁnancial data and news. In 2006 Reuters served
more than 493,000 of such terminals. Bloomberg is well-known for selling terminals embedded with a
rich set of historical ﬁnancial data and analytical tools as well as its electronic trading platforms such
as for currency trading in over-the-counter (OTC) markets. Institutional traders in OTC markets typically purchase terminals from both providers.
A similar oligopolistic market structure is present in the market for credit rating services. In 2006
Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s had a combined market share of 80%. Together with Fitch, the number
q
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three, they had over 95%. The operating margin of Moody’s was 54% in 2006 and its revenue was growing at close to 20% a year. On top of the ratings of traditional ﬁnance products such as investment
funds, corporate, municipal and government bonds, the key reason for the boost in revenues before
the current ﬁnancial market crises was the boom in the issuance of structured ﬁnance products such
as mortgage-backed securities, collateral debt obligations as well as the derivatives linked to them.
The Economist (2007) states:
The big rating agencies are ‘‘as close to Shangri-La as you can get, at Microsoft-plus margins’’. . . Even if the
SEC is serious about promoting competition, it may not succeed. . . .This leaves some wondering if credit ratings are a natural oligopoly, with new entrants offering a level of choice that investors simply do not
want. . . So for the moment the incumbents’ dominance is likely to remain, as Ms Tavakoli says, a ‘‘gift that
just keeps giving’’. (Economist (2007), Measuring the measurers, 6/2/2007, Issue 8531, p. 77–78.)
This observation gives rise to the following questions. (i) What is the value of a piece of information
for a trader, when other traders have exactly the same piece of information at exactly the same time?
Traders see the same quotes on the Reuters’ screen and may read the same rating reports. Consequently, what is an information provider’s optimal selling strategy? (ii) Why are there only few ﬁrms
in the market for ﬁnancial news? Are there any barriers to entry that are peculiar to the business of
selling ﬁnancial information?
This paper addresses this set of questions in a model where both the demand and supply of information are endogenous. In particular, this paper investigates the incentive of ﬁrms, such as Bloomberg, to provide information to traders in decentralized over-the-counter markets and the incentive
of OTC traders to acquire information.1 In our model all traders behave strategically and are equally well
informed ex ante. They can acquire information about the asset value before they meet and bargain over
the price at which to exchange the asset. If trade occurs they realize gains from trade. These gains may,
e.g., stem from hedging ﬁnancial risks and rebalancing portfolio positions, or receiving provisions for
executing orders of their customers.2
In this setting we ﬁnd as a ﬁrst result that a monopolistic information provider sells identical information to all traders and that there is no incentive to add noise to the information. This result is in
contrast to Admati and Pﬂeiderer (1986) who show in a noisy rational expectations equilibrium
framework that the information provider’s optimal strategy is to add noise to the information and
to sell different signals.3
The intuition for the ﬁrst result is the following. If the information cost is low, then the traders face
an endogenous lemons problem, i.e., they are concerned about the trading partner being informed. In
any trading equilibrium both the buyer and the seller of the ﬁnancial asset acquire information. There
is no equilibrium without information acquisition, since then a trader can proﬁtably deviate by
becoming informed and exploiting the opponent by adjusting the bidding behavior. In the equilibrium
with information acquisition instead, the motive for information acquisition is the desire to increase
the probability of trade: If, e.g., the seller is expected to have a piece of information, then the buyer
either (i) does not acquire the signal and always offers the lowest price yielding a low probability
1
The trading of currencies, US Treasuries, mortgage-backed securities, collateral debt obligations, sales and repurchase
agreements (repo), credit default swaps, corporate and municipal bonds are all conducted in OTC markets where the terms of trade
are negotiated on a bilateral basis. Some of these markets are much bigger than the stock market in terms of issuance and daily
trading volume. For example, in 2007, the total issuance of equity in the US amounted to $246 billion and was much smaller than
the issuance of Treasuries ($752 billion), corporate bonds ($1.204 trillion), or mortgage related instruments ($2.047 trillion). Also,
in terms of daily trading volume in 2007, $87.1 billion ($68.6 billion) of stocks were traded at the NYSE (NASDAQ), while Agency
MBS ($320 billion), Treasury ($546 billion conducted by 19 primary dealers), or repo (5.81 trillion) had a much higher daily trading
volume. See SIFMA Research Quarterly, May 2008.
2
In secondary markets the seller of a ﬁnancial asset such as a mortgage backed security does not necessarily possess better
information than a potential buyer. But they can acquire information before they trade.
3
The rational traders in such models have no real trading needs. Their only trading motive is to exploit some noise traders (i.e.,
non-strategic liquidity traders). A rational trader can only earn a speculative proﬁt if he has private information. But if all
speculators possess the same information, then they compete away their speculative proﬁt. This lowers their incentive to incur the
information cost. See also Admati and Pﬂeiderer (1988, 1990). We think that rational expectations models with non-strategic noise
traders are a good description of large anonymous centralized stock markets, but are not reasonable for decentralized OTC markets
where institutional investors bargain on a bilateral basis. For a search based model of OTC trading see Dufﬁe et al. (2005).
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of trade or (ii) purchases the same information and bids accordingly. Since trading occurs more often
in the latter case, this option is proﬁtable if the signal is cheap. Therefore, the provider can induce
information acquisition by charging a not too high price. The provider’s motive is to capture the rent
that is generated by the ﬁnancial transactions. By increasing the signal quality, and thus reducing
noise, the provider raises the speculative value of information. Furthermore, if the provider sells the
same information to both traders, then the trading gain is realized with a high probability. If the provider sells different signals to the traders, then the probability of trade is lower. This means that the
expected trading gain is reduced and therefore also the maximum rent the provider can capture.
This paper then analyses the equilibrium market structure of an information provision industry. We
show that the demand for ﬁnancial information in OTC markets exhibits a strategic complementarity in
the sense that the traders have a strong incentive to buy information from the same source, i.e., the
same signal.4 This complementarity induces endogenous barriers to entry. The barrier obtains because
the traders’ incentive to realize speculative gains due to different information is outweighed by a higher
chance to realize the trading gain. The incumbent sets prices such that the entry of a competitor does not
pay. In addition, we show that if the incumbent offers a signal that is sufﬁciently precise to make further
information signals ‘‘useless’’ in the sense that additional information does not change the agents’ trading
behavior, then an entrant has no demand even if he offers information for free.5
Our approach offers an explanation for the observation that there are only two big information sellers
for real time ﬁnancial data and that they earn high proﬁts. Even though our modeling strategy ﬁts to ﬁrms
like Bloomberg and Thomson-Reuters, our arguments concerning the value of information in over-thecounter markets and the network effects apply to credit rating agencies as well, although rating services
are typically paid by the security issuer and rating reports are provided free of charge to investors and
traders. By increasing transparency for traders, Standard & Poors, Moody’s and Fitch foster trade in secondary markets. Anticipating the trading opportunities later, this should increase the rents in primary
markets and thus the price that may be charged from the issuer of a ﬁnancial asset. In Section 6 we provide a simple extension of the model and show that it is welfare improving for the issuer of a security to
pay for rating services rather than having OTC traders purchase costly rating reports.
In addition, by contrasting our trading environment with trade in centralized markets, we provide
an explanation why institutional traders behave so differently when they trade stocks on one hand versus bonds and securitized assets on the other hand. Institutional investors produce a lot of information
about stocks. There are many analysts covering stocks, who are working either in independent equity
research ﬁrms or within the research division of big trading houses and investors are buying equity reports. But institutional investors behave very differently, when they trade bonds and securitized assets
in OTC markets. When trading bonds, institutional investors tend not to produce private information,
but heavily rely on rating information instead. This paper shows that if the rating information is perceived as just precise ‘‘enough’’, then traders of bonds or securitized products do not have an incentive
to acquire more information even if it is for free. An individual OTC trader does not beneﬁt from additional information if other traders do not make use of it. Thus, we provide an answer to the question
raised in the Economist’s article, why ‘‘credit ratings are a natural oligopoly, with new entrants offering
a level of choice that investors simply do not want.’’6 In addition, this paper highlights, why institutional
traders may have no demand for a ﬁner rating system although default risks might be multidimensional.

4
Another type of complementarity due to liquidity concerns (and not information acquisition) in ﬁnancial markets is
investigated, e.g., by Economides and Siow (1988).
5
Dang et al. (2011b) provide a formal deﬁnition of the information acquisition sensitivity of a security, a utility based tailed risk
measure, which captures the incentive of a trader to produce private information.
6
Veldkamp (2006b) analyzes information markets and anonymous centralized trading in a noisy rational expectations
Grossmann and Stiglitz (1980) setting with multiple assets and derives a different type of strategic complementarity at the
information acquisition stage. In her model the traders have an incentive to purchase private information about the same ﬁrm and
are indifferent between all signals as long as they have the same precision. We in contrast show that the traders have a strong
incentive to purchase the same signal about the ﬁrm. A key difference to Veldkamp (2006b) concerns the implications for the price
charged by the information provider. She shows that the price in a contestable market is equal to the average cost of information
provision. Due to potential competition the provider thus does not have any market power. In our model the price is above the
average costs. Due to the entry barrier resulting from the complementarity at the trading stage our information provider has some
market power.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section 3 describes the traders’
behavior without an information seller. Section 4 investigates a monopolistic provider’s optimal selling strategy. Section 5 studies competition in the market for news. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
2. The model
We consider a decentralized market for an indivisible asset with a buyer and a seller. The asset may
have two different values v 2 {vL, vH} that are equally likely ex ante, with vH > vL > 0. In the benchmark
case each trader may purchase a signal z 2 {vL, vH} about v from a monopolistic information seller at
price c before trade takes place. The provider is endowed with a signal that mirrors the true state
of the world with probability 1  e, where e 2 [0, 0.5].7 Information acquisition is not observable by
the opponent trader and the realization of the signal is the respective trader’s private information.
After the information acquisition stage, the asset is allocated via a double auction. The traders simultaneously submit a bid price b and an ask price s respectively. If the bid price exceeds the ask price, then
trade occurs at price p ¼ 12 ðb þ sÞ. This mechanism captures several features that we deem important
for many trades in over-the-counter-markets. In such markets a trader typically calls another ﬁnancial
institution for a proposal. The response has to be made quickly. The decision to purchase, e.g., a Reuters’
screen is not contingent on a particular trade. These decisions are long term. Given that a trader receives a proposal, he uses the information available, i.e., previously acquired, in order to determine
how to respond. This idea is captured by the sequential structure of the game, where no information
acquisition is possible at the trading stage. Furthermore, in order to be willing to incur the costs of
information acquisition, a trader must expect to have at least some bargaining power in the future.
Otherwise the overall payoff would be negative and abstaining from the market optimal.8
We assume that the asset is worth v  D to the seller and v + D to the buyer, where D > 0 is an
exogenous gain from trade. If trade occurs, then the seller obtains the price p and his net payoff is
p  v + D while the buyer pays p and gets the asset and his net payoff is v + D  p. If there is no trade,
the net payoffs are zero, since there is no change in utility. Whenever the traders purchase information, they have to subtract the respective costs from the net payoffs as well.
We assume that there always is a positive gain from trade 2D. This gain may, e.g., stem from a
liquidity need of the seller. We assume that D is common knowledge. In order to make the problem
interesting we impose that the gains from trade are not too large9:
Assumption A.

1
D 6 ðv H  v L Þ:
8
Note that information in our setting does not have any social value. From a social point of view
trade should occur with certainty in our model, but without prior information acquisition. If information is nevertheless acquired in equilibrium, then this is due to the traders’ strategic interaction. In
general, information may be socially beneﬁcial. For instance, in primary markets it may help to channel funds into their most productive use. However, it is not obvious whether this is a big issue in secondary markets, say, of MBS trading. For example, after mortgages and loans have been granted,
acquiring information about default probabilities has no social value. The underlying (real) assets already exist and trade just determines who is entitled to the uncertain cash ﬂow stream of the assets.
We are primarily concerned with institutional investors who have a liquidity motive and engage in
7
The cost of information provision is introduced later. For the moment we assume that the information provider has zero costs
of information provision.
8
The results do not change qualitatively if we deploy another allocation mechanism, as long as both traders have some (but not
necessarily equal) bargaining power. For example, the same qualitative results obtain in a setting where traders ﬁrst decide to
acquire information and then a trader is selected with probability 0.5 to make a take-it-or-leave-it offer.
9
This assumption ensures that common value uncertainty is important. For example, suppose, in contrast, that vL = 101 and
vH = 102 and D = 100. For example, a trade at any price between 2.1 and 200.9 is strictly mutually beneﬁcial. In such a case no
trader acquires information in equilibrium. In particular, both agents are not concerned whether the ‘‘intrinsic’’ common value of
the asset is 101 or 102.
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trading in over-the-counter markets. Therefore, we consider the incentive to use information in order
to exploit the opponent trader as the dominating force. This incentive plays a role even if the trading
gain is uncertain (privately known). Abstracting from uncertainty concerning the traders’ private valuations allows us to exclude effects a la Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983), which are already well
understood.
The timing in the benchmark case is as follows. First, nature draws the value of the asset. Then the
monopolistic information seller sets the price c and the signal quality 1  ^e. We assume that the signal
quality 1  ^e set by the provider cannot exceed the quality 1  e he is endowed with. Next, the traders
choose whether to purchase the provider’s signal or to remain uninformed. Finally, the asset is allocated via the double auction and utilities realize.
We use perfect Bayesian equilibrium as the equilibrium concept. In the benchmark case with a
monopolistic provider this means the following. We require that the traders’ behavior at the auction
and information acquisition stage satisﬁes Bayesian Nash equilibrium (BNE). This is reasonable, since
the decision to collect information is private. Thus, a trader cannot condition his behavior in the auction on his opponent’s decision to acquire information. Finally, the institution anticipates the traders’
behavior and decides optimally.
In this class of models there always exist uninteresting no-trade equilibria.10 In the following we
focus on equilibria in which trade occurs with a positive probability.
3. Trading equilibria
We solve the game backwards by ﬁrst studying the traders’ interaction if they may purchase the
signal about the asset’s value for an arbitrary price c. Lemma 1 tells us how the traders behave in a
symmetric BNE.11
Lemma 1. If ^e P 12  v H Dv L , irrespective of information cost c, there exist equilibria where both traders do
not acquire information and trade with probability 1. Consider ^e < 12  v H Dv L . (i) For low information costs

 


c 2 0; min D; 14  12 ^e ðv H  v L Þ  12 D , in any equilibrium where trade occurs with probability one, both
traders acquire information. At signal z = vL, trade occurs at a price pL 2 [E[vjvL] + D, E[vjvL] + D  2c]. At


signal z = vH, trade occurs at a price pH 2 [E[vjvH]  D, E[vjvH]  D + 2c]. (ii) Let D < 14  12 ^e
ðv H  v L Þ  12 D. For intermediate costs c 2 D; 14  12 ^e ðv H  v L Þ  12 D , there exists no pure strategy
equilibrium with trade. In a mixed strategy equilibrium, the asset is exchanged with a probability smaller
than one and a trader randomizes his information acquisition decision. (iii) For high costs


c P 14  12 ^e ðv H  v L Þ  12 D, there exist equilibria where both traders do not acquire information and the
asset is exchanged with probability one at a price p 2 [E[v]  D, E[v] + D].
If the signal offered is too imprecise, i.e., ^e is above a threshold, then the information provider cannot induce information acquisition by the traders. Otherwise, the information acquisition behavior depends on the costs. Suppose that ^e is below the threshold. If the information cost is low, then in a BNE
with trade both traders buy information. To see this, suppose the buyer does not acquire information
and chooses the offer price E[v]. For simplicity let ^e ¼ 0. If the seller also chooses the price E[v], then
trade occurs and the seller receives EU = D. Alternatively, the seller acquires information and speculates.12 If the seller speculates, no trade occurs in the high state and he forgoes the surplus D with prob10
For example, it is an equilibrium if the uninformed seller proposes a price vH + D or higher and the uninformed buyer proposes
the price vL  D or lower.
11
Lemma 1 is based on Proposition 1 in Dang (2009). We generalize this proposition by allowing for ^e > 0. Appendix A contains a
sketch of the proof. Dang (2009) analyzes how the size of a centralized market affects the incentives of a trader to acquire
information, where the price and the precision of information are exogenously given. Similarly, Dang et al. (2011a,b) assume
exogenous information precisions and costs. In contrast, the present paper endogenizes the precision and price of information by
analyzing the behavior of information providers and the equilibrium market structure of an information provision industry in an
OTC trading context.
12
There are different notions of ‘‘speculation’’ in the ﬁnance literature. Sometimes speculation means that a trader is taking a
more risky position. In our paper speculation means that a trader acquires information (potentially off the equilibrium path) and
makes an information driven trade.
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ability 1/2. Given the buyer’s offer, the informed seller only sells the asset, if he sees that the value is low.
In this case he realizes the trading surplus. In addition he makes the expected speculative proﬁt
1
ðv H  v L Þ. This strategy overall yields the expected payoff 14 ðv H  v L Þ þ 12 D  c to the seller and is better
4
than the ﬁrst response if c < 14 ðv H  v L Þ  12 D, where 12 D is the opportunity cost of speculation.13 Thus, if c
is sufﬁciently low, then the seller speculates.14 The buyer faces the same incentive. The less surplus a
trader gets the higher is his incentive to speculate. Consequently, if c < 14 ðv H  v L Þ  12 D, then there exists
no trading equilibrium without information acquisition.15 If the information cost is sufﬁciently low, then
the trader buys information in equilibrium and the motive for information acquisition is driven by the
desire to increase the probability of trade.16
The intuition why there exists no pure strategy equilibrium for intermediate information costs is as
follows. Suppose again that ^e ¼ 0. Note ﬁrst that there exists no pure strategy equilibrium where both
traders acquire information, since 2c > 2D. Suppose next that there were a pure strategy equilibrium
where, say, exclusively the seller acquires information. The parameter values imply that the lemons
problem is severe. Therefore, the best response of the uninformed buyer is to account for adverse
selection by submitting a low bid price. Trade only occurs in the low state. Even if the seller captures
the full gains from trade (i.e., 2D), this does not cover his information costs, because the probability of
trade is 1/2. It follows that there exists no pure strategy equilibrium where one trader acquires information. Finally, suppose that there were a pure strategy equilibrium with trade, where both traders
are uninformed. The set of mutually acceptable prices for two uninformed traders is
[E[v]  D, E[v] + D]. If a trader submits a price within this range, then the best response of the other
trader is to deviate by acquiring information, because in such a case the speculative gains are larger
than the information costs. Therefore, there is no pure strategy equilibrium with trade if the information costs are larger than the trading surplus and smaller than potential speculative proﬁts.
If the information cost is high, then both traders are not concerned about the endogenous lemons
problem and trade occurs with probability one. As in a ‘‘standard’’ double auction with symmetric information, there is a continuum of trading equilibria. In all subsequent sections, this paper focuses on symmetric equal-split equilibria.
4. Optimal selling strategy
Given the traders’ behavior we can now analyze the monopolistic provider’s optimal selling strategy. We are interested in whether the information provider has an incentive to add noise to the information he sells and whether it is optimal to sell different signals to the traders. For the latter, we
compare two situations. On the one hand the information provider may offer the same signal z with
maximum precision (1  e) to both traders. On the other hand the provider may sell the signal zj to
trader j, where each zj has the same precision (1  e), but the signals are conditionally independent.
Proposition 1. Let e < 12  v H Dv L . (i) It is weakly optimal for the information provider to sell his information
as precise as possible, in particular he does not add noise to his information. (ii) The information provider
offers the  same
signal
to  both
traders.
(iii)
The
information
provider
charges

c ¼ min D; 14  12 e ðv H  v L Þ  12 D .

13
If ^e > 0, then the expected payoff from speculation is 12 ð1  ^eÞðb  ðv L  DÞÞ þ 12 ^eðb  ðv H  DÞÞ  c ¼ ð14  12 ^eÞðv H  v L Þ þ 12 D  c.
Speculation is a proﬁtable deviation if ð14  12 ^eÞðv H  v L Þ þ 12 D  c > D. The RHS of the inequality is the payoff from trade without
information acquisition. The smallest possible cost is c = 0. The LHS is larger than the RHS for c = 0 if ^e < 12  v H Dv L . In this case trade
without information acquisition is not a BNE.
14
Assumption A implies that this is true. Otherwise there exist trading equilibria without costly information acquisition and the
problem discussed in this paper is not relevant.
15
The opportunity cost is 12 D and highest for both traders, if the surplus is shared equally.
16
Suppose ^e ¼ 0 and c = D. The following behavior constitutes a BNE: (i) both traders acquire information with probability
one, (ii) the offer prices at vL are equal to b(vL) = s(vL) = vL + D and (iii) the offer prices at vH are equal to b(vH) = s(vH) = vH  D. The
equilibrium payoff for each trader is D  c = 0 and no trader has a proﬁtable deviation.
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Proof. The condition e < 12  v HDv L ensures that the information provider can induce information
acquisition for some c and ^e (see Lemma 1). Given the counter party does not acquire information
and bidsE[v], atrader’s expected payoff from an unilateral deviation to acquire information and speculate is 14  12 e ðv H  v L Þ þ 12 D  c. This payoff is larger than D (i.e., the payoff when there is trade


without information acquisition) if c < cmax  14  12 e ðv H  v L Þ  12 D.
According to Lemma 1, both traders acquire information in any BNE, where trade occurs with
probability 1.

(i) Adding noise, i.e., ^e > e, reduces the price the provider can charge, since the maximum price
cmax ð^eÞ is decreasing in ^e. If the provider adds too much noise, then there is no equilibrium at
the trading and information acquisition stage, where the traders purchase information. This
is the case if ^e > 12  v H Dv L .
(ii) If the provider offers different signals to different traders, then the probability of trade is weakly
lower, as the seller’s signal may suggest a high value and the buyer’s signal a low value. Therefore, the rent that the provider can extract is also weakly lower than if he sells the same signal to
both traders.


(iii) If D P 14  12 e ðv H  v L Þ  12 D, then the proﬁt maximizing price for the information provider to



charge is c ¼ 14  12 e ðv H  v L Þ  12 D. A higher price does not induce information acquisition,
because the costs from purchasing information exceed the potential speculative gain (off the


equilibrium path). If D < 14  12 e ðv H  v L Þ  12 D, then the proﬁt maximizing price for the infor⁄
mation provider to charge is c = D. A higher price does not induce both traders to buy information in equilibrium because the total information costs exceed the total gains from trade. h
Admati and Pﬂeiderer (1986) show in a rational expectations framework that it may be optimal for
an information seller to add noise to his news. In our model, Proposition 1 asserts that the provider
does not gain by adding noise. Furthermore, by synchronizing the traders’ information the institution
ensures that trade always occurs. If different information is sold instead, then it may be that the seller’s signal suggests a high asset value but the buyer’s signal is opposite. Thus, by causing potential
asymmetries the institution weakly reduces the amount of trade and also the rent it may capture.
As c is a function of e, the information provider’s optimal price depends on the precision of his signal.
If his signal is perfect, i.e., e = 0, then the optimal price is c(e) = D (given Assumption A) and the provider can extract the entire rent. If his signal is imprecise, he reduces the price. If it is too imprecise, he
cannot induce information purchase.
5. Competition and entry barrier
Let us now investigate a variant of the benchmark model that studies the endogenous entry barriers.
Suppose that there are two information providers competing in the market for news. An incumbent I
may acquire a signal zI 2 {vL, vH} with quality 1  eI and an entrant E may acquire the signal zE 2 {vL, vH}
with quality 1  eE and corr(zI, zE) < 1. ‘‘Incumbent’’ is a label for a ﬁrm. The label is chosen to illustrate
that if traders in equilibrium coordinate on a well known established ﬁrm, then this ﬁrm may successfully deter entrance of an additional ﬁrm even if it sets a higher price. The signals are drawn independently and signal zi mirrors the asset value with probability 1  ei, for each i = I, E. In order to illustrate
best the entry barrier we assume that eI = eE = e. A ﬁrm has to pay c > 0 in order to acquire its signal.
Each provider may choose the precision of the signal he sells. Naturally, the signal sold cannot be more
precise than his own information. It is common knowledge, that the traders have the same information
if they buy from the same provider. A trader may purchase from the providers one signal, two signals or
remain uninformed.17 The game now has four players, namely the information providers E and I, the trader B (buyer of the ﬁnancial asset) and the trader S (seller of the ﬁnancial asset).
17
Abstracting from the traders’ option to search for information on their own does not affect the nature of the argument. The
traders also cannot condition their choice to purchase a second signal on the realization of the ﬁrst signal. This captures that we
consider information acquisition as a long term decision.
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The timing is adjusted as follows. First the providers simultaneously set prices, cE P 0 and cI P 0,
and the signal qualities they offer.18 Then the traders simultaneously determine how many signals they
wish to purchase. Then a provider who is asked to deliver a signal acquires his signal at cost c and provides it to the respective trader(s). Otherwise the provider does not acquire a signal and has zero proﬁt.
These assumptions ensure that the entry barrier is not due to sunk costs. The other assumptions from the
benchmark model are maintained. In an equilibrium the providers anticipate the traders’ BNE behavior at
the trading stage and set their prices and signal precisions such that they are mutually best responses.
We show in this section that there can be an equilibrium where both traders acquire information
from the incumbent even if he offers the same information quality as the entrant and charges a higher
price for his signal. Let us ﬁrst look at the precision of the signals that the providers offer. We focus on
an equilibrium in which no trader increases his demand for a signal zi if the quality of this signal ceteris paribus decreases.19
Remark 1. For each provider i: Given that the opponent provider i offers the signal quality 1  ^ei , it
is a weak best response to offer the maximum signal quality, i.e., to set ^ei ¼ e. Therefore, it is a best
response for both providers to offer the maximum quality.
The reasoning is analogous to the monopolistic provider’s incentive not to add noise to the information. For each (cI, cE) combination, the value of a signal zi for each trader ceteris paribus weakly decreases as the quality of the signal decreases. By reducing the signal quality, a provider reduces the
speculative value of the information. This in turn implies a competitive disadvantage that can be
avoided at zero costs simply by handing over the most precise information available.
The entry barrier, if it exists, is driven by the traders’ strategic interaction. So let us again look at the
trading stage. On the one hand a trader likes to realize the trading gain. He can do so by purchasing the
signal from the same source as his opponent. If this is equilibrium behavior, then trade takes place
with probability one. On the other hand, a trader has a motive to speculate, e.g., by purchasing a different signal than his opponent.
Speculation by purchasing a different signal may be beneﬁcial for a trader. To illustrate this, suppose that both traders choose the offer prices b = s = E[vjvL] when they receive the signal that suggests
a low asset value. If both traders buy information from the same provider, then the best estimate of
the asset value is E[vjvL]. The transaction price reﬂects the fair value of the asset. If the traders buy
information from different providers, then, conditional on observing the price E[vjvL], the best estimate of the asset value is now E[vjvL, vL] < E[vjvL]. In such a case the buyer knows that he pays more
than the fair value of the asset. Analogously, if the traders acquire information from different providers, both observe a high signal and they trade at the price E[vjvH], then the seller knows that he receives less than the fair value. A further implication of buying from different providers is that no
trade occurs if trader B receives a low signal while trader S gets a high signal. The latter point is similar
to the case with a monopolistic seller who may add noise to the signals.
A trader may also speculate by acquiring the signal from the entrant in addition to the incumbent’s
signal. In a hypothetical equilibrium in which both traders exclusively purchase the incumbent’s signal,
a trader who deviates by purchasing both signals knows his opponent’s signal realization and can deduce the corresponding bid. Observing the entrant’s signal may be beneﬁcial. Suppose the buyer
chooses the offer prices b = E[vjzI]. If the seller acquires two signals, then he can choose whether trade
occurs. Trade occurs if he sets s = b = E[vjzI], in which case the price is E[vjzI]. Suppose the seller observes
(i) (zI, zE) = (vL, vL) then trade occurs, since E[vjvL, vL] < E[vjvL],
(ii) (zI, zE) = (vL, vH) then no trade occurs if the trading gain is sufﬁciently small, since
E[vjvL, vH] = E[v]  E[vjvL],

18

There is no price discrimination.
The traders’ strategies are functions of the signal precisions. In general, there is a multiplicity of mutually best responses at the
information acquisition stage. In principle, the traders could use the precisions as a coordination device and switch between the
providers depending on the qualities they offer. This in turn may deter a provider from offering the highest quality information.
Note that it is weakly optimal for a trader to behave as supposed given his opponent’s behavior.
19
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(iii) (zI, zE) = (vH, vL) then trade occurs, since E[vjvH, vL] = E[v]  E[vjvH],
(iv) (zI, zE) = (vH, vH) then trade occurs if the trading gain is
E[vjvH, vH] > E[vjvH].

sufﬁciently

high,

since

In cases (i) and (iv) the seller’s trading behavior is as in the hypothetical (equal split) equilibrium.
Since these contingencies occur with the same probability and the speculative gain in case (i) is the
same as the speculative loss in case (iv), the gain and the loss ‘‘cancel out’’ in the seller’s decision problem. In the remaining two cases the information is particularly valuable for the seller. In case (ii) the
seller prefers not to sell the asset and his utility is zero, whereas in case (iii) the buyer is signiﬁcantly
exploited and the seller’s utility is very high. However, if the information acquired is precise, i.e., e is
small, then cases (ii) and (iii) occur with a small probability and hence the expected gain from acquiring two signals ceteris paribus is low. A further disadvantage from purchasing two signals is that the
second signal costs cE.
A priori it is not clear whether the desire to realize the trading gain or the motive for speculation
and the concern about a potential lemons problem is the dominating force. It is not even clear whether
the traders have best responses in pure strategies, since they not only decide whether to buy information but also where to buy it. The next proposition addresses the behavior of the traders, given that the
providers have set their prices ci.



Proposition 2. Suppose 0 < e < v H Dv L ; cI 6 12 D and cE P max cI  ðe  e2 ÞD; e 12  32 e þ e2 ðv H  v L Þ
ð1  eÞDÞ; 0Þ. For cI > cE: There exists a pair of best responses at the trading stage such that both traders buy
information from provider I and trade with probability 1.
The proof can be found in Appendix B.
Proposition 2 states that if one trader acquires information from provider I, then the best response
of the other trader is also to buy information from provider I even though provider E charges a lower
price. The ﬁrst term in max() ensures that no trader has an incentive to deviate by purchasing exclusively the entrant’s signal in the proposed equilibrium. This is not optimal even though cE < cI. The second term in max() ensures that no trader has an incentive to acquire both signals. The costs cI do not
appear in this expression, since the utility from acquiring exclusively the incumbents’s signal has to be
compared with the utility from purchasing both signals and hence cI cancels out.
Proposition 2 implies that the desire to deviate is more than compensated by the incentive to realize the trading gain. Given the traders’ motive to obtain information from the same source, they basically face a coordination problem. Given the above prices, the traders could jointly improve if they
both simultaneously switch to the entrant. An unilateral deviation instead is not proﬁtable.20 The complementarity at the trading stage exists regardless on how the traders coordinate. There also exists a pair
of best responses such that both traders purchase information from the entrant. Coordinating on acquiring information from the more expensive incumbent is thus costly. Historical market shares, long term
contracts with the information provider, marketing activities, reputation and uncertainty about whether
the opponent switches speak against a coordination success. Thus, an established incumbent ﬁrm that
already has a customer (and this is expected by the other trader) can charge a higher price than a potential entrant without losing demand. Put differently, a trader who knows that his opponent uses a Reuters’
screen also wants to subscribe, even though this information is expensive and (different) information of
the same quality may be obtained more cheaply elsewhere.
The competitive effect depends on the exogenous signal quality e. For example, if the signals perfectly mirror the asset value, i.e., e = 0, then it does not matter, where a trader purchases his information because there is no coordination problem. Thus, the incumbent only has a demand if he charges
the same price as an entrant. In this case the incumbent has no market power. However, an exogenous
decrease in the signal quality increases the incumbent’s market power. The following proposition
20
Caillaud and Jullien (2003) study a model where the ﬁrms may choose negative prices in order to attract switching. (E.g., an
entrant may offer a negative price to one trader and charge a positive price from the opponent.) In our setting price discrimination
would not change the complementarity, but it would reduce the market power of the incumbent provider. Prices below costs have the
disadvantage that they may attract customers who just want to obtain the ’’gift’’, often rendering such a pricing strategy unproﬁtable.
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takes the competition stage into account and describes the equilibrium of the whole game by endogenizing both the demand and the supply of information.



Proposition 3. Suppose e < v H Dv L and c 2 ð2e 12  32 e þ e2 ðv H  v L Þ  ð1  eÞD ; D  2ðe  e2 ÞDÞ. There
is a pure strategy equilibrium where provider E sets the price cE ¼ 2c, provider I sets cI ¼ 2c þ ðe  e2 ÞD, the
traders buy information from provider I and trade with probability 1.
1
Proof. The condition c 6 D  2(e  e2)D ensures that the
1 condition
cI 6 2 D in Proposition
 2 is satisﬁed
c
2
3
2
with cI ¼ 2 þ ðe  e ÞD. Similarly the condition c P 2e 2  2 e þ e ðv H  v L Þ  ð1  eÞD ensures that




cI  ðe  e2 ÞD ¼ max cI  ðe  e2 ÞD; e 12  32 e þ e2 ðv H  v L Þ  ð1  eÞD
if cI ¼ 2c þ ðe  e2 ÞD. It can
easily be seen that there are parameters such that the interval for c is non-empty.21 The provider E
does not set cE < 2c, since he could not recover the costs even if both traders purchased his signal. For
cE P 2c, provider E has zero demand given that cI ¼ 2c þ ðe  e2 ÞD according to Proposition 2.
Note that if there is an equilibrium where both trader purchase information from the incumbent in
case cI > cE, then there also is another equilibrium at the trading and information acquisition stage, where
both traders acquire information from the entrant. We are now going to show that if the incumbent sets a
higher price than cI ¼ 2c þ ðe  e2 ÞD, then the equilibrium at the trading and information acquisition stage
in which the traders purchase information from the incumbent ceases to exist. In this case the traders
exclusively purchase information from the entrant and trade for all signal realizations.
Suppose the incumbent charges a higher price than cI ¼ 2c þ ðe  e2 ÞD. In this subgame it may
potentially be that (i) both traders purchase information from I or (ii) the traders obtain news from
different providers or (iii) both traders acquire information from E or (iv) traders acquire two signals.
Case (i) is inconsistent with BNE, since in the proof of Proposition 2 we show that the seller has an
incentive to deviate, remain uninformed, and choose s = E[vjvL]. By an analogous argument as in
Proposition 2 case (ii) is not compatible with BNE, since the trader purchasing news from the
incumbent can do better by switching to the entrant. In this subgame, again analogous to Proposition
2, both traders in a BNE purchase information from E.
Therefore, provider I loses his entire demand and this deviation is not proﬁtable. Case (iv) is also not
consistent with BNE since
we know from
the proof of Proposition 2 that cE ¼


cI  ðe  e2 ÞD > e 12  32 e þ e2 ðv H  v L Þ  ð1  eÞD implies that no trader has an incentive to acquire





 
two signals. Therefore, if cI  e  e2 D ¼ max cI  ðe  e2 ÞD; e 12  32 e þ e2 ðv H  v L Þ  ð1  eÞD ; 0 ,
c
c
2
then the incumbent’s optimal price satisﬁes cI  ðe  e ÞD ¼ 2 given that the entrant sets cE ¼ 2. Provider
I’s optimal price is cI ¼ 2c þ ðe  e2 ÞD, since this ensures that the traders just purchase the information
from I. The incumbent’s price cI is greater than 2c and hence he has a positive proﬁt. Given the prices cI and
cE, the traders’ behavior is optimal according to Proposition 2. h
Potential competition does not drive the price down to average costs due to the endogenous entry
barrier, which arises because the traders’ interaction in the OTC market exhibits a strategic complementarity that induces traders to buy information from the same information provider.

6. Conclusion
This paper analyzes endogenous information provision and endogenous information purchase in
over-the-counter markets. Most of the theoretical literature on market microstructure focuses on centralized trading and the informational role of prices within the noisy rational expectations equilibrium
(REE) framework. Canonical models are Grossmann and Stiglitz (1980) and Kyle (1985, 1989). Models
based on this framework apply more to equity trading, but not to the trading of bonds, mortgage
backed securities, collateral debt obligations, credit default swaps, repo and currencies in over-thecounter (OTC) markets where institutional traders negotiate over the terms of trade bilaterally and
that by their very nature have much less price transparency. Footnote 1 highlights the signiﬁcance
of these markets in terms of daily trading volumes. We therefore depart from the noisy REE framework
and assume that all traders behave strategically.
21

E.g., the parameters at the end of the proof of Proposition 2 in Appendix B.
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One of the main results of the paper concerns the market structure of the industry for ﬁnancial
market data. This paper shows that the traders in OTC markets have a strong incentive to purchase
information from the same provider. We interpret this result as a potential explanation for the almost
duopolistic structure in information industries. The industry for ﬁnancial market data is dominated by
Bloomberg and Thomson-Reuters.
In the basic model, this paper analyses a monopolistic information market. In practice, traders in,
say OTC market of currency trading, typically have both a Reuters and Bloomberg’ screen. This observation can be reconciled with the model in the following sense. When the traders have purchased
information from two incumbents, then they have no further demand for additional information if
the joint information is perceived as precise enough. The more information has been acquired, the
smaller is the value of additional information.22 Furthermore, traders have no incentive to buy from
an entrant ﬁrm instead because information demands are strategic complements. Traders have a desire
to realize trading gains, but there is also a motive for speculation. If the gains from trade are relatively
large, then in equilibrium the former incentive is stronger and traders prefer to purchase news from the
same source, i.e., identical information. The resulting barrier tends to hinder competition and incumbent
ﬁrms enjoy rents. In addition to a well known competitive advantage of an incumbent in an industry
with sunk costs and price competition, this paper thus identiﬁes another source of entry barriers.23
We think that our analysis is particularly appropriate for ﬁrms like Bloomberg or Thomson-Reuters,
who charge traders for the information they provide. There are differences between these ﬁrms and
credit rating agencies. Rating agencies typically charge the issuers of ﬁnancial assets in primary markets for their evaluation and provide it free of charge to investors. Nevertheless, the endogenous lemons problem in OTC markets proposed above is not affected. Offering reports for free, rating agencies
foster trade in secondary markets. Anticipating the trading opportunities later, this should increase
the rents in primary markets and thus the price that such an agency may charge from the issuer of
a ﬁnancial asset.
The following extension of the basic model shows that it is socially more efﬁcient for an issuer to
pay for the rating services rather than having the traders pay for rating reports. Consider the case
where there are N pairs of traders. A pair i of traders consists of a trader with a valuation of v + Di
and another one with valuation v  Di, where each Di is an independently distributed random variable


with positive support on the interval 0; D and mean D. Di is the private information of the pair i of
traders, i.e., both traders of pair i know the realization of Di before they trade. but Di is unknown to the
provider. Suppose the provider is not able to engage in price discrimination, then for any price c > 0, a
pair of traders with Di < c does not acquire information. Yet, there is no trade because of the endogenous lemons problem. The total expected gains from trade are 2N ⁄E[Di] = 2ND. For any c > 0, the expected gains from trade are strictly smaller than 2ND. By charging the issuer for services, this can
foster efﬁcient trades in secondary markets. Since c = 0 all traders become equally informed and all
gains from trade are realized.
The SEC (2003) report documents that institutional investors are concerned about adverse selection
problems in secondary market trading when investors have to pay for rating reports and states ‘‘several
hearing participants expressed concern regarding the special, and perhaps inappropriate, access to rating
information and analysts available to rating agency subscribers.’’ (p. 23) Regarding issuer inﬂuence, the

22
To highlight the intuition for the decreasing marginal value of information, suppose the buyer and the seller obtain two high
signals and the seller demands a price p = E[vjvH, vH]. How does a third signal affect the best response of the buyer? Suppose the
third signal indicates vL. Then E[vjvH, vH, vL] < E[vjvH, vH] = p. Loosely speaking, if E[vjvH, vH]  E[vjvH, vH, vL] < D, then the buyer is
still willing to buy. Thus, the third signal has no value to him because it does not change his trading behavior as a best response to
the seller who only observes two signals. More generally, deﬁne X as the vector of K signals, and Y as X plus one more signal. Then
jE[vjY]  E[vjX]j is decreasing in K. If the information is precise enough in this formal sense, then OTC traders have no demand for
additional information, even if it is cheap.
23
The SEC (2003, p. 37) report states ‘‘Many believe this [entry barrier] is due primarily to the longstanding dominance of the credit
rating business by a few ﬁrms – essentially the NRSROs – as well as the fact that the marketplace may not demand ratings from more than
two or three rating agencies.’’ Such an entry barrier does not exist in typical markets for consumption goods with better informed
suppliers. In such markets consumers do not care whether they buy different signals about the good’s quality as long as they have
the same precision and price simply because consumers typically do not interact with each other.
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report states ‘‘In general, hearing participants did not believe that reliance by rating agencies on issuer fees
leads to signiﬁcant conﬂicts of interest.’’ (p. 23)
This paper shows that a trader has a strong incentive to buy information from a provider where
many other traders are also obtaining information from. Therefore, incumbent rating ﬁrms, like Moody’s, may have an incentive to make it difﬁcult for a new entrant to establish a customer base by crosssubsidizing unsolicited rating reports and provide them to traders for free.
By contrasting our trading environment with trade in centralized markets, we provide an explanation why institutional traders behave so differently when they trade stocks on the one hand versus
bonds and securitized assets on the other hand. This paper shows that if the information provided
is considered as precise enough in the sense that additional information does not change the trading
behavior of an individual trader in an OTC market (as described in footnote 22), institutional traders
have no demand for further information even if it is free. Thus, this paper provides a rationale for why
the rating system is relatively coarse and there is no demand for ﬁner rating information although default risks may be multidimensional. In contrast, institutional traders demand and acquire much more
information, when the trade stocks in centralized markets.24
Trades in OTC markets are bilateral. In practice, a trader may use the same information to transact
bilaterally with multiple parties. The option to use the same information for multiple trades makes the
information more valuable for a trader. In an equilibrium in which everyone becomes informed, deviating to remain uninformed means to forego many proﬁtable trades. Hence, there is a strong incentive
to acquire information.
In an earlier working paper version, we show that the efﬁciency effects of increasing the size of the
OTC market are ambiguous. An information provision industry may increase efﬁciency by reducing
lemons problems via the reduction of costs and help to avoid the duplication of wasteful information
acquisition costs. On the other hand if the information provision cost is high, an information provider
may be responsible for socially useless information provision in a large market, which would not be
provided in a small market since there is not enough demand to cover the high cost.25
Competition among information providers is an interesting ﬁeld for further research. We have treated the signal quality the providers are endowed with as exogenous, e.g., given by acquisition technologies. Competition may trigger a race for the development of new acquisition and transmission
technologies. For example, Reuter used 45 pigeons to transmit news between Aachen and Brussels
in 1850, beating the railroad by 6 h. Later telegraphs replaced them and nowadays computer networks
are used. Due to competition, the rents from trade are not just redistributed from the traders to the
information sellers. A part of the rents that the information providers capture should be wasted on
R& D.
This paper suggests that information providers have a predatory character and capture rent. Information providers typically cannot control whether the information sold is used in OTC or centralized
markets. The literature so far treated these markets separately and it would be an interesting avenue
for future work to study information sellers acting in both kinds of markets. Our framework might
prove to be a convenient starting point since we allow traders to have a trading gain as well as the
incentive to speculate.
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Appendix A. Sketch of the proof of Lemma 1
Suppose the traders do not acquire information. In a pair of (bidding) best responses, the buyer and
seller choose b = s which yields a price p = b = s. Any price p = E[v] + k with k 2 [  D, D] is mutually
acceptable and EUB = D  k and EUS = D + k, with EUi being the expected utility of trader i 2 {B, S}.
Suppose the buyer deviates unilaterally by acquiring information and bidding bL < s at vL and bH = s
at vH. This response yields

1
1
½^eðv L þ D  pÞ þ ð1  ^eÞ0 þ ½^e0 þ ð1  be Þðv H þ D  pÞ  c ()
2
2
1
1
1
1
B
^
EU ¼ v H þ eðv L  v H Þ þ D  p  c ()
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
B
EU ¼  ^eðv H  v L Þ þ D  ðp  v H Þ  c:
2
2
2
EU B ¼

vL
Plugging in p ¼ v H þ
þ k and collecting terms yields
2

EU B ¼

 1
1 v H  v L
1
 k  ^eðv H  v L Þ þ D  c:
2
2
2
2

ð1Þ

Analogously, for the seller. If he unilaterally deviates and speculates, then

EU S ¼

 1
1 v H  v L
1
þ k  ^eðv H  v L Þ þ D  c:
2
2
2
2

ð2Þ

For k = 0 (i.e., an equal split of trading gains), Eqs. (1) and (2) are identical. Therefore, speculation is
not proﬁtable for both traders, if 14 ðv H  v L Þ  12 ^eðv H  v L Þ þ 12 D  c 6 D, which is equivalent to
c P 14 ðv H  v L Þ  12 ^eðv H  v L Þ  12 D.
The ﬁrst two terms are the expected speculative proﬁt and the third term is the opportunity cost of
speculation (i.e., the forgone trading gain).
(a) If c > 14 ðv H  v L Þ  12 ^eðv H  v L Þ  12 D, then there exists a continuum of BNE where no trader
acquires information and chooses b = s = E[v] + k where k is such that Eq. (1) is weakly larger
than D  k and (2) is weakly larger than D + k.
(b) If c ¼ 14 ðv H  v L Þ  12 ^eðv H  v L Þ  12 D, then the BNE without information acquisition and where
trade occurs with probability 1 is unique. The traders choose b = s = E[v].
(c) If c < 14 ðv H  v L Þ  12 ^eðv H  v L Þ  12 D, then there exists no BNE where trade occurs with probability 1 and where no trader acquires information.
(d) If D < c < 14 ðv H  v L Þ  12 ^eðv H  v L Þ  12 D, then there is no pure strategy BNE with a positive
probability of trade. c > D implies 2c > 2D. Hence, there is no BNE where both traders acquire
information. Suppose one trader acquires information. Because of the lemons problem and
Assumption A this implies that the best response of the uninformed trader is to choose defensive bids. E.g., if the buyer is uninformed, the maximum he bids is b = E[vjvL] + D. An uninformed
seller demands at least s P E[vjvH]  D. Trade occurs with probability 1/2. The expected payoff
(surplus) of the informed traders is at most 12 2D, which is smaller than the information cost.
Therefore, there is no pure strategy BNE where one trader acquires information. The arguments
above show that there is also no pure strategy BNE with trade if both traders are uninformed.
For a characterization
of a BNE in mixed strategies,
see Dang (2009).


(e) If c 6 min D; 14 ðv H  v L Þ  12 ^eðv H  v L Þ  12 D , then there exist BNE where trade occurs with
probability 1. In any such BNE both traders acquire information. To see this, suppose both traders acquire information. The following bid strategies constitute best responses: E[vjvL] + D in
state vL, and E[vjvH]  D in state vH. In such a case, EUB = EUS = D  c. The following arguments
show that there exists no proﬁtable unilateral deviation. Suppose the buyer does not acquire
information. If he bids E[vjvH]  D, trade occurs in both states but EUB < 0. Any bids between
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b 2 (E[vjvL] + D, E[vjvH]  D) yield no trade in state vH and trade at price p > E[vjvL] + D in state
vL, which is strictly dominated by bidding E[vjvL] + D. This strategy yields EUB = 0. An analogous
argument shows that the seller also does not have proﬁtable unilateral deviations. If c = D, this
strategy pair is the unique BNE where trade occurs with probability 1. If c < D, then strategy
pairs yielding trade at price E[vjvL] + D  d at vL and E[vjvH]  D + d at vH also constitute a
BNE where d depends on c. Dang (2009) characterizes the full set of (symmetric and asymmetric) equilibria.
Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 2
We are going to show that there exists an equal split BNE at the trading stage, where both traders
purchase their information from the incumbent, given that e is not too large. Each trader bases his offer on his own signal. In the BNE the opponent’s offer does not convey new information, since both
traders purchase the same signal. In an equal split BNE the asset’s price reﬂects its fair value, given
all information available. The proposed BNE offers are:

sL ¼ bL ¼ E½v jv L  ¼ v L þ eðv H  v L Þ
sH ¼ bH ¼ E½v jv H  ¼ v H  eðv H  v L Þ
Given these offers, trade occurs with probability one and both traders realize the payoff D  c.
We are now going to show for the seller that an unilateral deviation is not proﬁtable.26 If the seller
purchases his signal from the incumbent, then he clearly has no incentive to deviate from the above offer
strategy, since this would reduce the probability of trade or the price resulting from the auction. Step 1
below proves that any deviation of the seller to buy the entrant’s signal instead is not proﬁtable. Step 2
shows that not purchasing any signal cannot be proﬁtable. Step 3 shows that purchasing two signals is
also not a proﬁtable deviation for the seller.
Step 1
Trader S acquires the entrant’s signal zE. Given that trader S acquires information from provider E,
then he has the following three (potentially) proﬁtable ask price strategies.
Deviation (1):


s¼

bL

if zE ¼ v L

bH

if zE ¼ v H

The seller’s ex ante (gross) expected payoff is


1
1
ð1  eÞ2 ½E½v jv L   v L þ D þ ð1  eÞe ðE½v jv L  þ E½v jv H Þ  v L þ D
2
2
1n
2
þeð1  eÞ0 þ e ½E½v jv H   v L þ D þ
ð1  eÞ2 ½E½v jv H   v H þ D þ ð1  eÞe0
2
1
þeð1  eÞ ðE½v jv L  þ E½v jv H Þ  v H þ D þ e2 ½E½v jv L   v H þ D
2

EU S ¼

The ﬁrst part of this equation (i.e., 12 fg) corresponds to the seller’s expected utility conditional on the
realization of state v = vL times the probability of this event. If v = vL, then the traders’ signals may both
equal vL (with conditional probability (1  e)2) or both differ (with conditional probability e(1  e)) or
both be equal to vH (with conditional probability e2). In the ﬁrst case trade realizes at price E[vjvL]
yielding the beneﬁt E[vjvL]  vL + D. If the seller obtains a low signal and the buyer a high signal then
trade occurs at the price 12 ðE½v jv L  þ E½v jv H Þ yielding the respective beneﬁt. If the seller obtains a high
26

The reasoning for the buyer is analogous.
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signal but the buyer gets the low signal then no trade occurs. And in the ﬁnal case where both signals
suggest a low asset value trade occurs at price E[vjvH] and thus yields the beneﬁt E[vjvH]  vL + D. The
second part of EUS is interpreted similarly.
Substituting for E[vjvL] and E[vjvH] in EUS yields:

EU S ¼ ð1  e þ e2 ÞD:
We will show below that this deviation does not pay.
Deviation (2):


s¼

bL

if zE ¼ v L

> bH

if zE ¼ v H

The seller’s ex ante (gross) expected payoff is

EU S ¼


1
1
ð1  eÞ2 ½E½v jv L   v L þ D þ ð1  eÞe ðE½v jv L  þ E½v jv H Þ  v L þ D
2
2

1
1
þ
eð1  eÞ ðE½v jv L  þ E½v jv H Þ  v H þ D þ e2 ½E½v jv L   v H þ D ;
2
2

which simpliﬁes to

EU S ¼

1
1
eð1  2eÞð1  eÞðv H  v L Þ þ D;
2
2

after substituting for E[vjvL] and E[vjvH]. We will show below that this behavior is worse than deviation (1) if e < v H Dv L .
Deviation (3):

s¼



bH

if zE ¼ v L

> bH

if zE ¼ v H

:

The seller’s ex ante (gross) expected payoff is

EU S ¼

1
1
fð1  eÞe½E½v jv H   v L þ Dg þ fð1  eÞe½E½v jv H   v H þ Dg;
2
2

which simpliﬁes to

EU S ¼

1
ð1  eÞeð1  2eÞðv H  v L Þ þ ð1  eÞeD;
2

after substituting for E[vjvL] and E[vjvH].
Let us now rank the deviations according to their payoffs and then ﬁnally investigate whether deviating is proﬁtable. Notice that ð1  eÞe < 12 and thus the expected utility from deviation (3) is always
lower than the payoff from deviation (2). Thus, deviation (3) is dominated.
Next we show that deviation (1) is better than deviation (2), given that e is below the threshold in
Proposition 2. Deviation (1) yields a higher payoff than deviation (2) if

1
1
eð1  2eÞð1  eÞðv H  v L Þ þ D
2
2
eð1  2eÞð1  eÞ
P
1  2eð1  eÞ

ð1  e þ e2 ÞD P
()

D

vH  vL

ð3Þ

The next step is to observe that the right hand side of inequality (3) is smaller than one, i.e.,
ð1eÞeð12eÞ
e
ð1  eÞe 1212
eð1eÞ 6 1. Thus, it must also hold that e 12eð1eÞ 6 e and we get
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D

vH  vL

>ePe

ð1  eÞeð1  2eÞ
:
1  2eð1  eÞ

ð4Þ

Thus, if the condition v H Dv L > e from Proposition 2 holds, then deviation (1) is better than deviation
(2).
The ﬁnal step is to show that deviation (1) is worse than equilibrium behavior. If the seller does not
deviate he has the gross payoff D. Deviating therefore does not pay if

D  cI P ð1  e þ e2 ÞD  cE ;
which simpliﬁes to cE P cI  (e  e2)D.
Step 2 Trader S does not acquire information and remains uninformed. (i) If he chooses s = bH, then
EU S ¼ 12 D. (ii) If he chooses s = bL, then his expected payoff is given by


1
1 1
fE½v jv L   v L þ Dg þ
ðE½v jv L  þ E½v jv H Þ  v H þ D
2
2 2
1
1
¼ eðv H  v L Þ  ðv H  v L Þ þ D:
2
4

EU S ¼

Behavior (i) is not proﬁtable since c 6 12 D. Behavior (ii) is not proﬁtable
1
eðv H  v L Þ  14 ðv H  v L Þ þ c 6 0. Suppose c ¼ 12 D. Then 12 eðv H  v L Þ  14 ðv H  v L Þ þ 12 D 6 0
2
e 6 12  v HDv L . This is true because 12  v H Dv L > v HDv L due to Assumption A.

if
if

Step 3 Suppose trader S deviates from the equilibrium and purchases two signals. The buyer B in
equilibrium purchases the signal from the incumbent and bids according to his equilibrium
strategy. Trader S also acquires the incumbent’s signal and thus can deduce B’s bid. We ﬁrst
derive the seller’s optimal bidding behavior and the resulting utility for all signal constellations given that he observes the signals zI and zE. Then we calculate the ex ante utility from
purchasing both signals and show that not acquiring the entrant’s signal is optimal if it is
too expensive.
If zI = vL and zE = vL, then S’s best bid is s = E[vjvL]: The fair price of the asset is E[vjvL, vL] but the price
at which the asset is exchanged is E[vjvL] > E[vjvL, vL]. The seller’s expected utility in this contingency is

EU S ðzI ¼ v L ; zE ¼ v L Þ ¼ E½v j v L   E½v jv L ; v L  þ D:
If zI = vL and zE = vH, then the fair value of the asset is E[vjvL, vH] = E[v]. We are now going to show
that for zI = vL and zE = vH it is best for the seller to bid such that no trade occurs. Trade occurs if
s 6 E[vjvL] and the best s for S conditional on inducing trade is s = E[vjvL]. The seller’s utility from this
bid is E[vjvL]  E[v] + D. The seller’s expected utility from bidding s > E[vjvL] and thus not trading is 0.
Trading is optimal if the trading gain is sufﬁciently large, i.e., D P E[v]  E[vjvL]. Note that
E[vjvL] = vL + e(vH  vL) increases in e. Hence, as the signal becomes more precise E[vjvL] decreases. Another condition that has to be satisﬁed according to the proposition is that e 6 v HDv L . Trade takes place
for some of these e if it takes place for e ¼ v H Dv L . Plugging e ¼ v HDv L and E½v  ¼ 12 ðv H þ v L Þ and
E[vjvL] = vL + e(vH  vL) into D P E[v]  E[vjvL] yields

1
D P E½v   E½v jv L  ¼ ðv H þ v L Þ 
2
1
1
() D P v H  v L :
4
4

vL þ

D
ðv  v Þ
vH  vL H L



According to Assumption A it must be that D 6 18 ðv H  v L Þ. Hence, it cannot be that trade takes
place if zI = vL and zE = vH. In this contingency it must be that

EU S ðzI ¼ v L ; zE ¼ v H Þ ¼ 0:
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If zI = vH and zE = vL, then it can easily be seen the S’s best bid is s = E[vjvH]: The fair price of the asset
is E[vjvL, vH] = E[v] but the price at which the asset is exchanged is E[vjvH] > E[v]. The seller’s expected
utility in this contingency is

1
EU S ðzI ¼ v H ; zE ¼ v L Þ ¼ E½v jv H   E½v  þ D ¼ v H  eðv H  v L Þ  ðv H þ v L Þ þ D:
2
If zI = vH and zE = vH, then the fair value of the asset is E[vjvH, vH]. If the trading gain is sufﬁciently
large, then bidding s = E[vjvH] and thereby inducing trade is optimal. The expected utility from inducing trade must hence be greater than zero, which boils down to E[vjvH]  E[vjvH, vH] + D > 0, i.e.,
vH  e(vH  vL)  E[vjvH, vH] + D > 0. Note that E[vjvH, vH] = E[vjvH] for e = 0 and e = 1/2 and both expected values monotonically decrease in e. According to the proposition it must be that e 6 v H Dv L
and according to Assumption A it must be that D 6 18 ðv H  v L Þ. Thus, e 6 1/8. For e 6 1/8, the difference
between E[vjvH, vH] and E[vjvH] decreases if the precision of the information increases, i.e., the smaller
e. The utility from trade is therefore greater for all e 6 v H Dv L if the utility from trade is greater for
e ¼ v H Dv L . Thus, v H  v H Dv L ðv H  v L Þ  E½v jv H ; v H  þ D > 0 () v H  E½v jv H ; v H  > 0, which clearly is
true. The seller’s expected utility in this contingency is

EU S ðzI ¼ v H ; zE ¼ v H Þ ¼ E½v jv H   E½v jv H ; v H  þ D:
Let us next calculate the seller’s ex ante utility from purchasing both signals and show that deviating from the equilibrium does not pay if the entrant’s price is too high. The seller’s ex ante utility
from acquiring both signals is

EU S ¼ probðzI ¼ v L ; zE ¼ v L ÞEU S ðzI ¼ v L ; zE ¼ v L Þ þ probðzI ¼ v L ; zE ¼ v H ÞEU S ðzI ¼ v L ; zE
¼ v H Þ þ probðzI ¼ v H ; zE ¼ v L ÞEU S ðzI ¼ v H ; zE ¼ v L Þ þ probðzI ¼ v H ; zE ¼ v H ÞEU S ðzI
¼ v H ; zE ¼ v H Þ  cE  cI:
Note that prob(zI = vL, zE = vL) = prob(zI = vH, zE = vH) and EUS(zI = vL, zE = vH) = 0, hence

EU S ¼ cE  cI þ probðzI ¼ v L ; zE ¼ v L ÞðE½v j v L   E½v j v L ;

v L  þ E½v j v H   E½v

j v H ; v H  þ 2DÞ þ probðzI ¼ v H ; zE ¼ v L ÞðE½v j v H   E½v  þ DÞ
Note further that E[vjvL]  E[vjvL, vL] = (E[vjvH]  E[vjvH, vH]), hence

EU S ¼ cE  cI þ probðzI ¼ v L ; zE ¼ v L Þ2D þ probðzI ¼ v H ; zE ¼ v L ÞðE½v jv H   E½v  þ DÞ:
The seller’s ex ante utility from acquiring exclusively the incumbent’s signal is

EU S ¼ D  cI :
The seller’s utility from exclusively acquiring the incumbent’s signal is greater if

D  cI P cE  cI þ probðzI ¼ v L ; zE ¼ v L Þ2D þ probðzI ¼ v H ; zE ¼ v L ÞðE½v jv H   E½v  þ DÞ
cE P 2probðzI ¼ v L ; zE ¼ v L ÞD þ probðzI ¼ v H ; zE ¼ v L ÞðE½v jv H   E½v  þ DÞ  D
1
1
cE P 2ðe2  e þ ÞD þ ðe  e2 Þðv H  eðv H  v L Þ  ðv H þ v L Þ þ DÞ  D
2
2


1 3
2
 e þ e ðv H  v L Þ  Dð1  eÞ :
cE P e
2 2
Finally, it can easily be checked that there are parameter constellations such that there is a cE < cI,
1
such that no deviation is proﬁtable, e.g., for cI ¼ 12 D and e ¼ 12 v HDv L and D ¼ 16
ðv H  v L Þ, where the ﬁrst
two equation satisfy the conditions in the proposition and the last equation satisﬁes Assumption
A. h
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